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EATING DISORDERS VICTORIA

From the desk of the CEO
There has been much discussion this year about the booming
charity sector in Australia, in particular the increasing number
of charitable organisations that have been set up.
Many people see needs in the
community, want to contribute
to making a difference, and
generously donate time, energy
and other resources.
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Some interesting data was published
late last year by the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profit
Commission which highlights the
thriving charitable sector in Australia
(australiancharities.acnc.gov.au/).
Commissioner Susan Pascoe stated
that “…the sector as a whole is
healthy and sustainable.”
Other data indicated that Australian
charities are on average 33 years old,
receive almost 60% of their income
from sources other than government,
and engage over 2 million volunteers
on a regular basis.
EDV has always been a grateful
beneficiary of the enthusiastic
participation of volunteers.
They assist us to provide a range

of services by volunteering time and
skills to our helpline, support groups
and stories of recovery programs.
We have also recently benefitted from
pro bono support from EgonZehnder
and National Australia Bank. The
donation of the professional services
from these organisations has
enabled us to achieve far more than
we could have on our own and so
we acknowledge and thank them for
their generous support.
In addition, last year some final
year IT students from Monash
University developed a new online
library and membership system
for EDV. They have continued to
work with us, even after graduating
and finding fulltime employment,
to refine the system to ensure it
provides a great service to members
at EDV. And so a heartfelt thank
you goes to Matt, Todd, Housam
and Kristian.
Jennifer

Australian
charities

receive almost 60%
of their income from
sources other than
government,

…engage over
2 million volunteers
on a regular basis.

Source: Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission

From the board
Another busy six months for the EDV board which has been stable for the last four years with
consistent membership.
As a result, we have been able to
make some significant decisions
for the organisation including the
establishment of EDV psychology
and moving the office to the
Collingwood Football Club
Community Centre. In recent months
we have farewelled Tracey De Poi
who has been a board member for
six years, the last four as President
and Chair of the board. Tracey has
been an energetic and passionate
champion whose contributions have
been outstanding.

We want to thank her and wish
her all the best for her life beyond
EDV. Felicia Cousins has taken
on the role as Chair, and we welcome
her leadership skills and insights
as she steps into her new role on the
EDV board.
We have farewelled Matt Tence
(six years of service with five as
treasurer) and Stacey Maher
(four years of service), and thank
them too for their commitment and
strategic vision shared with EDV.

With farewells often come
greetings of welcome – and
so we welcome Julie Hore and
Phil Jones to the board. We look
forward to their unique contribution
to the EDV board to provide
effective governance and strategic
direction to the organisation.
Further information about board
members can be found at
www.eatingdisorders.org.au/
our-board
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What does the National
Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) have to do
with eating disorders?

UPCOMING
EVENT

Many people with eating disorders are not aware that
they may be eligible for support funding through a new
national scheme called the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) which will begin to roll out across Australia
from July 2016.
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The NDIS has been trialled in
various locations across Australia,
and aims to give more choice and
control to people over the supports
they receive.
On Thursday June 30 2016,
Eating Disorders Victoria (EDV)
and the Victorian Mental Illness
Awareness Council (VMIAC), are
holding an information forum on the
NDIS through a mental health lens
from 1:30pm until 4:30pm at EDV
offices in Abbotsford.

The information forum will
provide more information
about the NDIS, with a focus
on eligibility and other things
people can do to prepare.
It is also an opportunity
to inform and influence the
direction of the Scheme from
a mental health prospective
by sharing concerns,
expectations or questions you
have which will be provided
to the agency responsible for
implementing the Scheme
called the National Disability
Insurance Agency (NDIA).

EDV is one of twenty organisations
working with VMIAC to offer
information, support and training
to mental health consumers and
carers about the scheme and what
it may mean for them.
To hear from people with lived
experience of mental illness
talk about their interactions
with the NDIS and tips to help
others navigate the NDIS, watch
the Your Voice Your Choice video at:
www.mifellowship.org/
news/yourvoice-your-choice
To read more about the NDIS, visit:
www.ndis.gov.au/

To express interest
or for more information
Please contact Cathy Wyett
on 1300 550 236 or via email
help@eatingdisorders.org.au

30 June

EDV gains
accreditation
against national
standards
For the first time ever, EDV has
gained accreditation against
the National Standards for
Mental Health Services.
These standards relate to
delivery of mental health services
in Australia and focus on promoting
optimum quality of life for consumers
and working towards a better mental
health system that emphasises
comprehensive, coordinated and
individualised care.
Throughout 2015 we undertook
lots of work on our service delivery
models, policy compliance, and
monitoring and governance
procedures in order to be considered.
An assessment in December 2015
showed that EDV has successfully
incorporated these standards into
everyday practice. Being accredited
helps EDV to continually improve the
services we provide and supports the
development of the organisation.
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How far is too far?
An early intervention site for eating disorders
EDV is pleased to launch our new early intervention mobile
site, ‘How far is too far?’.
How far is too far? is a simple
website and campaign that explores
some of the everyday behaviours
and attitudes that can be early
warning signs of something else
going on.
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How far is too far? provides
basic, clear and practical
information about how to identify
the warning signs of an eating
disorder and how to support
someone to get help.

EDV’s new
early intervention
mobile site,
‘How far
is too far?’
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How far is too far?
An early intervention site for eating disorders
How far is too far? launched on 9 June 2016 – coinciding with our afternoon tea at Parliament House.
It has been developed with input from a range of stakeholders and potential end users.
The site has been designed to allow
users to become familiar with some
of the early warning signs of an
eating disorder, and to get practical
tips about how to talk to someone
that they are worried about. It gives
an overview of what help is out there,
and how to support someone to get
help early.
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Find out more
The website is targeted at
people without training in
eating disorders or mental
health, but who might
be in a position to initiate
a conversation with someone.

Visit www.howfaristoofar.org.au
or www.eatingdisorders.org.au
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Educating GPs across Victoria
Since 2014, EDV has been working with primary health providers across Victoria to increase
awareness of eating disorders and to encourage early intervention. Intervening early is known
to reduce the duration and severity of the illness, and increase the likelihood of someone
making a full recovery.
Primary health providers are often
the first point of contact for people
getting treatment for their eating
disorder, and have a critical role
to play in screening, assessment
and referral.
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Ongoing stigma around eating
disorders means that people with
eating disorders can be reluctant to
share personal information, even
though many feel relieved when they
disclose their condition to a health
provider for the first time.

Our work with health
providers encourages rapport,
empathy, confidentiality, and
a caring non-judgemental
approach as important
principals to guide consultations
related to eating disorders.

We have engaged over one thousand
health professionals through our
general practice and primary health

provider education program since
it started almost three years ago.
We believe that these health
providers are better equipped to
discuss eating disorders with their
patients, and to provide information
and support for recovery.
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Feed the Soul at Parliament House
Our Feed the Soul campaign continues to build strong engagement with stakeholders
from a range of sectors – showcasing the results of advocacy work over the last few years,
and continuing to reinforce the need for ongoing investment.
2016 was EDV’s fifth year of
Feed the Soul and our annual
afternoon tea at Parliament
House was the most exciting yet.
We once again hosted keynote
speakers from both sides of

government, including Minister
Martin Foley, Shadow Minister
Tim Bull and Greens Spokesperson
Colleen Hartland as well as our
Stories of Recovery speaker Ashleigh.

The Feed the Soul afternoon
tea is a valuable opportunity
for us to connect with those
who join us in our campaign
to address eating disorders
from all parts of the sector.
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EDV to develop peer mentoring pilot in partnership
with Austin Health
EDV and Austin Health will be partnering on an exciting new pilot program with funding from the
Ian Potter Foundation, John T Reid Charitable Trusts and the William Buckland Foundation in 2016/17.
The peer mentoring project will
develop and evaluate a program
of support for people with eating
disorders exiting hospital programs.
This program will take a peer support
model, harnessing the experience
of people who have recovered
from eating disorders, with regular
de-briefing and supervision.

This project will help to ensure
that eating disorders patients
leaving hospital can better
sustain their recovery outcomes
in the long term.
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New allied health providers partnering with EDV
This year EDV has continued to expand our allied health services for people in recovery as well
as parents, partners, siblings and loved ones who need some extra support. We have added to our
existing psychology services and are pleased to be working with both a dietitian and massage
therapist who have experience supporting people with eating disorders.
In January, EDV formed a
partnership with local dietitian
business Food for Life to offer
these professional services from
our Abbotsford office.
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Consultations are provided by
Jacinta Sherlock, an Accredited
Practising Dietitian who has
a passion for helping people with
eating disorders to rediscover the
joy of food and eating.
Many of our clients now see a
psychologist and dietitian at EDV,
allowing for more holistic care.

who provide remedial and relaxation massage to people in recovery and to
carers seeking to reduce anxiety and stress.

The benefits of massage in recovery from a mental illness continue
to be researched, and studies have shown that this can be a valuable
adjunct to other kinds of treatment such as psychological therapy.

Myotherapist Johnn Duncan works with people to provide relaxation massage
or more targeted remedial treatments to correct injury or postural problems.
If there are other services you’d like to see EDV offering to the community,
we encourage you to get in touch and let us know!

To emphasise the important role
of self-care, EDV has also partnered
with JD Sports & Massage Therapy,

Working with the fitness industry
For the last 18 months EDV Education has been working to meet the needs of the fitness
professionals and their workplaces to recognise and support their staff and clients who may
be struggling with disordered eating or eating disorders.
During this time we have:
• invited fitness professionals
to share their thoughts,
knowledge and areas of
interest with regards to how
EDV may help
• researched best practice
in the field
• written and piloted a
workshop that best
addresses the requirements
of fitness professionals
• applied to Fitness Australia for
Continuing Education Credits
(CEC’s) for those who attend our
workshop and

• worked with an interest group
of fitness professionals to ensure
our key messages align with
those of the fitness industry.
The Healthy Body, Health Mind
workshop is an interactive and
collaborative four hour workshop
using fitness industry specific
examples that explores: myths and
stereotypes of eating disorders,
eating disorders and obesity,
striving for health in an eating
disorder journey, understanding
eating disorders, how to raise your
concerns, how to support someone
and when and where to refer and how
to build protective factors for good
mental health in your clients.

EDV Education will continue
working towards the addition
of Healthy Body, Healthy Mind
to our public calendar from June
and beyond!
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Our volunteers
EDV supports a large pool of volunteers who assist in delivering our Helpline, Support Groups
and EDV’s Stories of Recovery program. EDV Helpline officer Emily shares with us what drove
her to begin volunteering with EDV, what she gets from volunteering with us and also a bit about
her recent scholarship.

Volunteer
profile –
Emily
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Can you tell us a little
bit about yourself outside
of your volunteering
on Helpline?
I am married with three children,
and homestay parent to two
Vietnamese boys who live with
us while they are doing VCE
in Melbourne. I am completing
my Honours year in Psychology,
and hope to continue my studies
and work in the field

What made you decide to
become a volunteer with EDV?
Having volunteered in pastoral care
for many years, I enjoy supporting
people and being a listening
ear through challenging times.

I was looking for a fresh
opportunity to learn some
new skills, assist people
in a new way, and deepen
my understanding of eating
disorders and people
experiencing eating disorders.

What do you get from
volunteering with EDV?
I am getting the opportunity to
refine my communication and
listening skills; to see how an
organisation like EDV works behind
the scenes; and opportunities to
volunteer in various parts of the
organisation if I want to broaden
my experience, or offer skills that
I already have from previous roles.
I also get to volunteer with
a fabulous team of people who
are encouraging, passionate and
professional. EDV is a wonderful
place to be!

How does volunteering with
EDV add value to your field
of study and your knowledge
about eating disorders?
I know that the experience
I am gaining at EDV will make
me a better clinician because
deeper compassion follows
a deeper understanding. The more
I get to know about eating disorders
and their impacts on individuals
and their families, I feel that I will
be better placed to help people
in the future.

The training we receive is
excellent, and I’m looking
forward to learning more from
the additional workshops and
seminars that are offered along
the way. I could not get this
kind of experience through my
degree alone.

Tell us a bit about the
scholarship you have recently
been granted and what it
means to you.
I was awarded the Inspiro Health
Tertiary Major Award which is
$3,000. Inspiro is a non-profit
community health service in my
local area providing low cost allied
health services to people in the
Shire of Yarra Ranges. While my
family are very supportive of me
returning to study, it has been
challenging at times. Receiving
this award has been a great
encouragement to my whole family,
and is a helpful contribution to the
costs of my study this year.
It was an honour to receive this
award from such a great
organisation. Inspiro do great work
in my local community, including
providing space for EDV to hold
monthly recovery support groups
at the Inspiro offices in Lilydale.
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Ongoing training
program for
our volunteers
EDV is fortunate to benefit
from the skills and experience
of around 80 volunteers
who undertake a variety
of critical roles.
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As an organisation, one way
we continue to improve the
quality of our services is
by providing our volunteer
team with opportunities to
develop new skills, learn from
each other and be part of a
community of people giving
their time in support of others
affected by an eating disorder.

Every 6–8 weeks, EDV volunteers
are provided with professional
development opportunities
designed to enhance their
understanding and confidence
in providing support. Recent
professional development
opportunities have included
a seminar on the role of the
dietitian in recovery from an
eating disorder, suicide alertness
training and an interactive workshop
on Motivational Interviewing.
Before the end of the year, we
also hope to be able to offer
nationally recognised suicide
intervention training and a range
of other opportunities based
on our volunteers’ interests
and needs.

Stories of Recovery and the
VICSERV Mental Health Conference
On Thursday 19 May EDV had the opportunity to present
to 700 mental health sector professionals at the VICSERV
Mental Health Conference. VICSERV is the peak body
representing community managed mental health services
in Victoria, and the biennial conference serves to provide
challenging content, provocative speakers and to generate
leading-edge thinking within the sector.
Held over two days at the Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre,
EDV presented a snapshot of the
‘Stories of Recovery’ program, where
people who have recovered from an
eating disorder share aspects of their
recovery with patients at several of
the major hospitals across Victoria.
Discussing challenges and benefits
of the hospital partnership model to
date provided a backdrop for some
vibrant conversations about the role
of peer support and practical ways to
promote genuine hope among those
experiencing a mental illness.

There was strong consensus
that this can be a valuable
component of many people’s
recovery, and it was encouraging
to be among other professionals
who support EDV’s work in
emphasising the individual
nature of recovery and efforts
to further destigmatise this
mental illness.

There is such value in sharing lived
experience for the benefit of others
experiencing a mental illness, and
many more opportunities to enhance
sector collaboration to increase
choice and opportunity provided to
people receiving hospital treatment.
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Healthy transitions program:
CSI – Community Scene Investigation
On April 14th, EDV Education
working in collaboration with
headspace Collingwood,
and Fitzroy High School held
a CSI: Community Scene
Investigation event.
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This event created an opportunity
for year 7 students at Fitzroy High
School to make and maintain new
relationships with their peers,
explore the current issues affecting
young people and increase their
understanding of and willingness
to engage with local mental health
services available to them.

This event was designed to
work towards addressing
the critical issue of primary
to secondary transition as
identified in the Yarra Education
Youth Commitment’s Joining
the Dots (2012) report.

Students worked together in small teams with the brief to negotiate and
navigate the successful completion of a range of activities throughout the day.
These included:
• EDV’s Positive Thinking postcards
• critical thinking/challenging stereotypes
• problem solving tasks
• smoothie bikes
• blindfold obstacle team work challenge
• nutrition decisions (good versus bad/often versus sometimes foods)
• newspaper fashion design competition
• art connection and
• a chill zone.
headspace Collingwood’s Youth Advisory Committee, Yarra Youth Services
and AFL Sports Ready also joined in on the day to create a truly collaborative
and memorable day all.
This has all been made possible thanks to a grant received from the
City of Yarra’s Community Grants 2016 Program.
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Staff updates
Our vibrant team here
at EDV continues to evolve,
with a few farewells and
welcomes to acknowledge.
We farewelled Jo Clegg
(Receptionist) and Rachelle Allen
(Education Manager) in May,
as well as Stacey Star (Volunteer
Programs Coordinator) who has
left to have a baby.
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To continue their great work, we
welcomed Ruth Green who has
taken on the Volunteer Programs
Coordinator role, Amanda Clegg
as our new Receptionist and
Rachel Brooks in a newly-created
Education Coordinator role.

Welcome to our new Volunteer
Programs Coordinator
As we bid farewell to Stacey Star who is leaving EDV to have
a baby, we are delighted to welcome Ruth Green to the role.
Ruth has been the Volunteer Program Manager at ACMI
(Australian Centre for the Moving Image) for the past five years.

Ruth
Prior to her
management role,
Ruth worked as
a Supervisor and
a Customer Service Representative
working alongside the volunteer
team at ACMI.
Ruth’s initial association with
EDV goes way back to the mid 90’s
when she first joined the volunteer
team. Her most recent role at EDV
was as a Support Group Convenor.
Ruth is very much looking forward
to supporting the EDV Volunteers
and continuing to be an ambassador
for good mental health.

Our award-winning volunteers
EDV’s volunteer workforce is unlike any other. The largest of its kind in Australia, our network
of around 80 volunteers help us to deliver our Helpline, support groups, and Stories of Recovery
program. Without them we wouldn’t be able to provide the level of support and assistance
to the thousands of people who we reach every year. In the last six months alone, three of our
volunteers have been recognised for their extraordinary commitment to EDV.
Helpline officer and support group
convenor Rebecca won the City of
Yarra Young Citizen of the Year on
the basis of her dedicated work
as a volunteer with EDV and the
significant contribution she has made
over the last three years.

EDV Helpline officer Emily
was recently awarded a much
sought-after scholarship from
Inspiro as part of their Tertiary
Health Scholarship program.

And finally, EDV Support Group
volunteer Nahal was awarded
an Extraordinary Contribution
Award by the City of Yarra as
part of their National Volunteer
Week celebrations.
Well done
to all our
magnificent
volunteers!
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Donations
Eating Disorders Victoria relies on the generous donations from our supporters, so we value your
gift of any amount.
Donating to Eating Disorders Victoria is simple and can be done online, via the phone, fax and mail. Please contact the
Eating Disorders Helpline (1300 550 236) if you have any questions regarding donations. Alternatively, you might like to
consider hosting your own fundraising event to raise funds for Eating Disorders Victoria.
We rely on the community for
support and generosity to ensure our
support services can continue to help
individuals experiencing an eating
disorder and their loved ones. Donate
now at www.eatingdisorders.org.au
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The Eating Disorders Foundation
of Victoria is a registered charity
(900224708) and all donations
over $2 are tax deductible.

Donations to Eating Disorders Victoria go towards
a range of important services and activities, including:
• Helpline costs

• Purchase of library resources

• Recovery forum costs

• Resources for improved
community awareness

• Increasing capacity
through website upgrades
and additional
communications resourcing

• Special projects

Eating Disorders Victoria services
EDV Psychology

Support programs

Information

Affordable specialist allied
health services for individuals
with an eating disorder and
friends and family who are
supporting a loved one

• Psychological therapy through
EDV Psychology for people
affected by eating disorders
and their families

• Comprehensive and
reliable website

Helpline

• Recovery support programs

Telephone, email and drop in
support for anyone affected by
an eating disorder

Website and
Recovery Forum
• Website: Comprehensive
information for anyone looking
to find out more about eating
disorders, including fact sheets,
basic information and an
overview of treatment options
• Forum: Fully moderated
for safety; reaching out to
those who are isolated,
require full anonymity or just
like connecting online

• Carer support programs

• Support group network –
facilitated self-help groups
providing a confidential
and safe environment for
recovery and learning through
shared experience

Community
• Education programs
• Awareness activities
• Community voice –
engaging key policy makers
to ensure people with an eating
disorder and their carers have
a voice in the community

• Member newsletters
• Specialist library of books
and DVDs
• Eating disorder specific resources
including fact sheets
• Eating disorder resource
manuals, booklet and DVDs
of recovery experiences

Professional
development programs
• Available for schools, fitness
instructors and coaches, health,
welfare and community workers

Workshops and
consultations
• Available for students and
at conferences and forums
• Office and workplace consultations

Collingwood Football Club
Community Centre
Level 2
Cnr Lulie and Abbot Street
Abbotsford Vic 3067
ABN 24 010 832 192 Reg No A0022880J

Phone 1300 550 236
Email edv@eatingdisorders.org.au
Web www.eatingdisorders.org.au
Helpline
Phone 1300 550 236
Email help@eatingdisorders.org.au
Office opening hours
Monday to Friday 9.30am–5.00pm

Eating Disorders Victoria is proudly supported by

